
Illustrative Mathematics

5.NF Making S'Mores

Alignments to Content Standards

Alignment: 5.NF.A.1

Tags

• This task is not yet tagged. 

Nick and Tasha are buying supplies for a camping trip. They need to buy chocolate bars to make
s’mores, their favorite campfire dessert. Each of them has a different recipe for their perfect
s’more. Nick likes to use  of a chocolate bar to make a s’more. Tasha will only eat a s’more
that is made with exactly  of a chocolate bar.

a. What fraction of a chocolate bar will Nick and Tasha use in total if they each eat one s’more?

b. Nick wants to cut one chocolate bar into pieces of equal size so that he and Tasha can make their
s’mores. How many pieces should he cut the chocolate bar into so that each person will get the right
amount of chocolate to make their perfect s’more?

c. After Nick cuts the chocolate bar into pieces of equal size, how many pieces of the chocolate bar
should he get? How many pieces of the chocolate bar should he give to Tasha?
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Commentary

The purpose of this instructional task is to motivate a discussion about adding fractions and the
meaning of the common denominator. The different parts of the task have students moving
back and forth between the abstract representation of the fractions and the meaning of the
fractions in the context.

Note that any common multiple of the denominators of the fractions given in this problem could
be used in order to find a solution to the addition problem in part (a). It is also important to
understand that the common denominator that is used to add the two given fractions
corresponds to the number of pieces that Nick will cut the chocolate into in part (b). A classroom
discussion of this problem might include the pros and cons for different common denominators
when we consider the context of this problem; for example, a smaller denominator will be easier
for Nick because he won't have to cut the chocolate bar up into as many pieces.

Solutions

Solution: Adding fractions and finding a common denominator

a. If Nick uses  of a chocolate bar and Tasha uses  of a chocolate bar, they will use  all
together. If we first find a common denominator, we can easily add the fractions. 10 is a common
multiple of 2 and 5, so 10 could be used as a common denominator. Since

and

We have that

The picture below illustrates the amount of chocolate they will use:
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The picture below illustrates the amount of chocolate they will use:

b. In part (a) we used the fact that 10 is a common denominator to write both fractions in terms of
tenths. So if Nick cuts the bar into 10 equal sized pieces, each person can use some of those
pieces to make their perfect s’more. Note that any common denominator would work, but since all
common denominators are multiples of 10, it would be more work for Nick if we used a larger
denominator.

c. Since , Nick should take 5 of the ten pieces. Since , Tasha should take 4 of the ten
pieces. This is easy to see in the picture shown above.
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